
ALTA Refrigeration: The Best Choice for All Your Industrial 

Refrigeration Needs! 

Are you looking for the best refrigeration companies to design and build central ammonia 

refrigeration systems? Look no further than ALTA Refrigeration. For over 40 years, they have 

been in the business of providing custom solutions to their clients’ refrigeration needs. In the 

past 5-10 years, they have made dramatic changes, shifting their focus from central 

refrigeration systems to modular refrigeration packages.  

So, if you’re looking for a reliable and experienced industrial refrigeration contractor, ALTA 

Refrigeration is your best bet. Here’s why:  

Open to Changes 

ALTA Refrigeration is always open to new ideas and technologies. This commitment to staying 

on the cutting edge of innovation keeps them ahead of their competition and ensures that their 

customers receive the most reliable and efficient systems. Visit here to learn more. 

Countless Clients 

Over the years, ALTA Refrigeration has provided services to many satisfied customers, ranging 

from small businesses to large industrial sites. This extensive portfolio speaks volumes about 

their commitment to quality, reliability, and customer satisfaction. 

Licensed Professional Engineers 

All of ALTA Refrigeration’s engineers are licensed professionals with extensive experience in 

industrial refrigeration systems. This ensures that all projects are designed and implemented 

with the utmost professionalism and accuracy.  

Scalable Systems 

ALTA Refrigeration’s modular systems are designed to be easily scalable depending on the size 

and scale of the project in question. This means that they can provide solutions for both small 

and large projects, ensuring that each customer receives a system tailored to their exact needs.  
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Excellent Customer Service 

From initial contact to project completion, ALTA Refrigeration provides unparalleled customer 

service that is second to none. Their staff is friendly, knowledgeable, and always willing to help 

answer questions or provide advice when needed.  

Expert Modular Systems  

ALTA Refrigeration has decades of experience in designing and building modular refrigeration 

packages for all types of applications. Their knowledge and expertise ensure that each system is 

implemented correctly and efficiently so that it meets all requirements and expectations. 

Contact here as they also ensure that your installed systems work safely and efficiently for many 

years to come.  

Conclusion 

These are just some of the reasons why ALTA Refrigeration is one of the leading industrial 

refrigeration contractors in the industry today. If you’re looking for a reliable design and build 

team for your central ammonia refrigerator system project, look no further than ALTA 

Refrigeration! 

For more details, visit https://www.altarefrigeration.com/ 
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